Working bee November 28th

We all had an idea of the tasks we wanted to tackle
and split up

A reasonable turnout of FOOPs on ranger Angelo’s
last time working with the Friends Group.
Angelo is off to Plenty Gorge as the Team Leader and
we wish him well, RIC Brendan Sullivan will be
taking over as the Friends coordinator until a new
ranger fills that position.

Nancy, ranger John Secombe and Marcus
getting stuck into a Briar Rose. I lasted about
thirty seconds before the rose fought back and
snagged me on the nose (minor bleeding)

Angelo Keriatanos
The plan for the day was to go out to Holden to
straighten up tree guards, do some woody weeding
and remove an old fencing that has been hindering the
movement of Kangaroos.
We met at the park office as usual for a chat and then
headed off in convoy to Holden to an area not far
from where we had the public open day in April.
A quick plan of action talk from Angelo and we went
to work.

Thirty-One and still going strong, our longest
serving member Kevin Jones joined FOOPs in
1978

Returning to the field of action I decided the Rose
was not for me, so I headed down to where the guys
were pulling down some old fencing and found
Simon, Claude, Maelor with Angelo

Simon, Angelo and Claude rolling up the top
wires
Angelo brought down the Parks Vic Ute and hooked
a chain around the bottom wire mesh.

Sonia Van Dorssen and youngest son Jasper

No mucking around, the bottom mesh was gone
in seconds.
With housing so close to the reserve there will
undoubtedly be dogs off the leash, but now at least
the Kangaroos will have an escape route

Was it something I said?
Christina Cheers from the Friends of Emu Bottom
Finds her own patch
Time Out

During lunch, a small presentation was made to
Angelo thanking him for his efforts working with the
various Friends groups and in particular, the work he
has done at Holden.

We then went for a walk, gawk and talk down to the
creek,

Mini me, part of the escarpment showing Basalt
columns similar to the Organ Pipes down stream.
We finished up about midday and headed off home

Next Working Bee Saturday
December 12th
Angelo leads the way

Not a good photo of the creek

Working with Brimbank Council and Green
Corps upgrading the rabbit proof fence
around the Callitris site at Sydenham Park

Organ Pipes, 28 November 09
Robert Bender
Arrived late as usual and couldn’t find
anybody, so decided to walk along
Column gully to the west end of the
park and check the Callitris frames and
Pear situation. Several species of
Saltbushes have taken over the slopes
and are all looking very healthy after
recent rain.

Landscape without Weld

Near the farm fence there were several
open patches with colonies of Weld
(Reseda luteola) so I pulled them all
out.
There were several Callitris in size 3
frames, looking very healthy and
natural-shaped, not at all nibbled by
rabbits or wallabies, all on the brow of
the valley

Landscape with Weld

The big frames have obviously been
effective in protecting young trees

Some small frames around Gold -dust
Wattle should have been removed long
ago and now look like very tight
corsets, but I didn’t have nippers with
me – a task for the next visit.

One little bonus was finding several
colonies of Rock fern among the Basalt
boulders, also looking very healthy
following the rain

Then near the western park boundary I
found Geoff Pitt’s frame from about
1985, when he led a team of labourers
for weeks piling Prickly Pear on black
plastic above a chicken-wire fence.
The slope around it is now fairly clear
of Pear, just a few small solitary plants
here and there, which I pulled out and
piled on the old tattered plastic

It is not a common plant in the park
and seems to survive only on a few
rocky cliff edges.

Some Pear colonies were perched right
on the end of rocky cliffs with loose
edges, so movement had to be slow
and careful.

Left the park about 2:30, after a good
morning’s work

This colony was quite extensive

some of the cactus seems to have
rolled down slope and taken root in
crevices here and there – near-vertical
strips of cactus from top to bottom of
slopes

